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An Officer’s Guide  Understanding Resiliency and Battlemind:  

Battlemind                                                     is a term used by 

the US Army that addresses the soldiers inner 

qualities of strength to face fear and adversity with       

courage.  

 

 

                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Like soldiers, this concept of “battlemind” is also 

what law enforcement officers rely on as a        

survival skill while working the streets. Battlemind 

becomes a concern when it is not adapted for   

other areas of life (Castro, C et al Walter Reed 

Army Institute of Research). 

A few key components to battlemind involve         

self-confidence and mental toughness. The         

self-confidence we speak of is taking calculated 

risks and handling challenges as a part of your job. 

When we talk about mental toughness we are re-

ferring to toughness that is required to overcome 

obstacles and think positive even when it may not 

make sense.   

     It is difficult to check battlemind at the door as 

you step out of a long day on duty into a new area 

of life. Much like soldiers in the military, law     

enforcement officers are exposed to traumatic 

events as part of their routine duties. A normal 

response to a traumatic event may include anxiety, 

feeling “revved up”, fatigue, irritability, hyper-

vigilance, increased emotionality, problems sleep-

ing, exaggerated startle response, change in appe-

tite, feeling overwhelmed, impatience, and with-

drawing. These responses can make it challenging 

to function normally and when experienced for a 

prolonged period of time may lead to post-

traumatic-stress disorder (PTSD).  In order to 

leave battlemind at work and cope with stress and 

trauma on the job, research supports introducing 

concepts of resiliency into everyday life.  

The key components to resiliency is emotional 

hardiness. Those unique individual characteristics 

that shape how a person handles stress. These are 

natural tendencies and also learned responses 

(Provetto, S., December 12, 2011.)Some natural 

tendencies when trying to cope with stress may 

include excessive drinking, drug use, gambling, 

isolating, and avoiding others. These types of    

responses are maladaptive in nature and often 

result in strained personal relationships, financial 

hardship, and even loss of a job. A learned       

response to stress may include exercising, talking 

with a trusted friend or family member, seeking 

treatment through counseling or support groups, 

or learning a new skill.    

Avoiding negative coping skills and creating      

positive responses to stress and trauma have 

direct impact on one’s ability to be resilient.    

Consider the following: connecting with supports 

outside your law enforcement family, focus on what 

you can control, develop new skills and never stop 

learning, and taking responsibility for your physical 

and mental health are all effective ways to build 

resiliency in everyday life. 

The information presented here was            

researched and written in             

partnership with Community Mental 

Health Liaisons and the Missouri   

Coalition of Community Behavioral 

Healthcare for POST training. 
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 On April 12th of 2016, a diverse group of people from across 

the bi-state Kansas City area met as The Greater Kansas City 

Chamber of Commerce and Trauma Matters KC launched an 

exciting new initiative: Resilient KC.  A full room listened as key 

leaders in the regional community, including The Unified 

Government of Wyandotte County’s Mayor Holland, spoke 

of the importance of building a trauma-informed and 

resilient community.   

Trauma Matters KC, a local network of representatives 

from more than 75 organizations has been meeting 

monthly for the past five years to discuss trauma-

informed care and share best practices.  The Chamber 

recognized the importance of this work and readily 

agreed to act as the fiscal sponsor and applicant for a 

two year funding opportunity from The Robert Wood 

Johnson Foundation and The California Endowment through 

The Health Federation of Philadelphia with local support from 

The Health Care Foundation of Greater Kansas City, The REACH 

Healthcare Foundation, and The Black Community Fund.   

In the Fall of 2015, Kansas City was selected as one of      

fourteen grantees and was awarded $300,000 over a two 

year period to raise awareness of the impacts of toxic stress 

and trauma on the community; create a resilient community; 

and collect the Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) and       

resiliency data from the regional area.  Six target            

communities were identified as focus areas: armed services, 

business, health, education, justice, and general community. 

Science continues to show that exposure to adversity is  

connected to increased risks for cancer, heart disease,  

depression, substance abuse, suicide, work performance and 

other health disparities that affect so many.  Adversities 

endured during childhood have lifelong impacts if never ad-

dressed and the greater number of adversities can ultimately 

lead to a shortened lifespan by as much as twenty years.   

The Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) study, developed 

by the CDC and Kaiser Permanente in the late nineties, sur-

veyed over 17,000 individuals and identified three categories 

of adversities that can have a negative impact on an individual 

if never addressed.  The ACE survey is a series of 10 simple 

questions meant to measure the level of exposure to adversi-

ties such as abuse, neglect, and household dysfunction. 

The findings of the original ACES study reported that 28% of 

those surveyed had been exposed or subjected to physical 

abuse and 21% had been sexually abused during childhood.   

Forty percent of the 17,000 participants reported being   

exposed to two or more adverse childhood experiences      

and 12.5% reported being exposed to four or more.   

(Feletti, et all, 1998).   Resilient KC not only           

hopes to evaluate the prevalence of ACEs              

within the Kansas City community, but focus the 

conversation on overcoming those adversities.  

There’s hope and plenty of it. 

 

 

                                                                                                                    

How do we, as a community, ‘bounce back?’  How do we, as a 

community, ‘bend without breaking?’ 

If Kansas City can shift the way we view situations, the way 

we view others and stop asking ‘What’s wrong’ but ‘What’s 

happened,’ we can begin on a path of resilience and      

prevention.  However, resilience starts with each of us 

individually.  

Each of us must practice and build our own level of       

resilience.  Resiliency practices look different for everyone 

and can include meditation, breathing techniques,            

mindfulness, art, sports, and music, to name a few.  Before we 

can truly help others, we must first help ourselves.  Self care 

is vital in building and maintaining a level of resilience.  Burn 

out and fatigue on the job can happen easily if individuals 

disregard the need for taking care of themselves first.  A 

community initiative is 

only as good as the 

individual members of 

the community that are 

involved.   

 

Resilient KC:  By: Jasmin Williams, Greater Kansas City Chamber of Commerce, Project Coordinator 

Learn more about Resilient KC online at 

www.weareresilientkc.com and take the 

ACEs survey.  Take time to learn more 

about how adversities may have an im-

pact on your life and find out your abil-

ity to bounce back. 

Thriving Through Adversity 

Understanding how adversity impacts our community has    

become as critical as measuring other social factors such as 

education and poverty levels.   

Resilience can be defined as the    

ability to ‘bounce back,’ or the ability to 

‘bend without breaking.’   

Captain Darren Ivey and Mayor of Kansas 

City, KS, and Unified Government of 

Wyandotte Co. Mark Holland   

http://www.weareresilientkc.com


 

 

Veterans Voice  

Mindfulness Meditation: 

                                                
is the act of  “paying    

attention in a particular way: on purpose, in the 
present moment, and non judgmentally”   (Jon 

Kabat-Zinn).  Mindfulness is a state we have all experi-
enced at one point or another. You may have experienced 
mindfulness when completely absorbed in a movie, book, or 
physical activity.  When we are mindfully engaged we are 
completely focused on just one thing and not distracted by 

our thoughts, feelings 
and bodily sensa-
tions.  Mindfulness is a 
simple concept but       
difficult to do. We live in 
a world of constant     
external  distractions and 
our minds are always 
running, making it       
difficult to focus on one 
thing for very long. 
When we practice mind-
fulness we allow our 
brain to rest from all the 
internal and external 

noise and simply focus on one thing.  Research has shown 
mindfulness to be helpful in managing stress, depression,    
anxiety, pain, and other health concerns. It has also been 
shown to increase focus and concentration. 

 

Starting a mindfulness practice can be as simple as setting 
aside a few minutes each day, a few times a day, to notice 
your breath. To do this, just sit or lay in a comfortable   
position and breathe normally. As you breathe notice your 
breath moving in and out of your body. Observe your 
breath as if you are a curious scientist who is observing 
breath for the first time. Notice the way the air moves in 
and out of your nostrils, notice the rise and fall of your   
abdomen, notice your lungs filling with air. As do you this 
your mind will wander to other things, and that’s okay, 
that’s what minds do. When your mind wanders, gently 
bring your attention back to your breath,                         

non-judgmentally, and resume observing your breath. 
Your mind will wander to other things numerous times 
during a mindfulness practice, and that is normal and part 
of the experience.                                                                       

 

The very act of  noticing that your mind has 
wandered and bringing your attention back to 
your breath is an act of  mindfulness. 

   

As you get comfortable with the breathing mindfulness 
practice above you can start to practice mindfully engaging 
in activities throughout your day. We tend to mindlessly 
engage in daily activities, such as showering, washing   
dishes, eating, and driving. You can do these   activities 
mindfully by noticing the activity with your five senses. 
For example, as you are washing the dishes, notice the 
weight of the plate in your hand, the iridescence of the  
bubbles on the plate, the feel of water on your skin, and the 
smell of the soap.  Any time your mind wanders to some-
thing else, gently and non-judgmentally bring your atten-
tion back to washing the dishes.  You can bring such mind-
fulness to all aspect of your life, from listening to music to 
playing with your children.  

 

 

Consider challenging yourself  this week to try            
mindfulness 5 minutes each day! 

Mindfulness 

Veterans Justice Outreach Coordinators: 

Kelly McDaniel, LCSW 

Phone:  816-835-0119 

Email:  Kelly.mcdaniel@va.gov 

Michele Parsons, LCSW 

Phone:  816-590-3997 

Email:  Michele.parsons@va.gov 

What is Mindfulness and How Do I Do It? 
Written by, Jaymee Dow, PhD, Psychologist,  KCVA 



 

           

      

Be on the lookout 

B.O.L.O. 

The Independence Police Department is excited to announce Officer David Abra-

ham as the new dedicated special assignment CIT Officer. David’s involvement with CIT 

over the past 7 years has been crucial to the community and department, and having 

the dedicated officer will provide a much needed service. “We have made some strides 

in outreaching through CIT, but with the high demand of consumers in need, a 

fulltime CIT officer is necessary to make an       

significant impact. I am eager to focus my 

full   attention to this program.”  says    

Abraham.  Over the course of several years 

the police department has been working 

with Comprehensive Mental Health Services 

(CMHS) to help consumers with services. 

Michelle Asby Community Mental Health 

Liaison with CMHS believes, “Officer     

Abraham and I have mutual  respect for our 

roles. Our individual strengths in both law 

enforcement and mental health collectively 

make for a great outreach team.” Chief 

Halsey of Independence Police Department 

has been advocating for a dedicated CIT unit 

and is confident a dedicated  officer will gain great strides in reducing unnecessary 

calls for service and connecting consumers with  crucial resources. “We are proud of 

our current success with CIT efforts, and looking forward to growing the program 

with the addition of Officer  Abraham on the assignment fulltime.  CIT is a high priori-

ty to this department.” states Halsey. 

Independence PD scores a dedicated CIT Officer! 

CIT Officer David Abraham of        
Independence PD stands with CMHL 

Michelle Asby of Comprehensive  
Mental Health  

 

 
CIT Officer David Abraham of        
Independence and CIT Officer Ashley 
McCunniff of KCPD attend BHECON 
Townhall to discuss Missouri’s    
emergency response to mental health.  

 
“Research shows that police officers are 

more likely to have health-related issues 

such as cardiovascular problems, back 

pain, anxiety problems, depression, and 

sleep disorders compared to the general 

public.” 

Source: Avdija AS. Stress and law enforcers: testing 

the relationship  between law enforcement work 

stressors and health-related issues.  Health        

Psychology and Behavioral Medicine.  

 

THE ABILITY TO IDENTIFY STRESS  BEFORE  IT IMPACTS  YOUR HEALTH CAN: 

 -DRASTICALLY REDUCE MAJOR MEDICAL ISSUES  

- PROMOTE EMOTIONAL HEALTH 

STRESS  INDICATORS COMMON AMONGST LAW ENFORCEMENT: 

                                           -FATIGUE 

-INSOMNIA AND RESTLESSNESS  

-LOWERED SEX DRIVE  

-DRINKING TOO MUCH  

HAVE THESE SYMPTOMS? CONSIDER A DAILY COMMITMENT TO:   

-EXERCISE  

-LEISURE ACTIVITY 

 -RECONNECTING WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS 

-GOOD NUTRITION  

Be on the lookout for stressors! 



In The Spot-
Bio’s Page 

Deputy Amanda Valentine is with the Clay 

County Sheriff’s Office where she makes a 

difference every day, as a part of the 

School Resource Unit with 8 of her fellow 

deputies.  She has been with Clay County 

for 4 years and is currently working with 

the staff and students of North Kansas City 

High School, Briarcliff Elementary, Crestview Elementary and West 

Englewood Elementary.  Sgt Steve Taylor, also with Clay County is 

very complimentary of Deputy Valentine stating, “Amanda takes the 

time with those she is working with to understand the problem.  

Then together they work on a solution.”  

Valentine explains, “CIT has given me the tools to help students, staff 

members, and their families in a way I don't ever think I could have 

imagined. CIT allows me to be able to have more positive police      

interactions by giving resources to families and youth in 

need.”  Valentine takes her role with students very seriously, stating, 

“The students I work with everyday encourage me to be the best  

person I can be. These young men and women are watching how I  

act and react. I want to set the best example possible for them.” 

Out Of The Blue 

      AGENCY SPOTLIGHT By Heather Umbach 

Lee’s Summit Police Department 
  In 1999, a Lee’s Summit Police Officer, Nikk Thompson, heard 

about something called “CIT Training”, a new program that focused on 

training officers how to better recognize and respond to calls involving 

people having a behavioral health crisis. Officer Thompson worked to 

get the approval of his commanding staff in Lee’s Summit Police Depart-

ment, and networked to get participation and support from ReDiscover 

and NAMI. Together, representatives from these three entities traveled 

to Memphis, TN to go through CIT training, learn about the program, 

and bring it back to Lee’s Summit. Thus began the CIT program in Lee’s 

Summit, and in fact all of the Kansas City metropolitan area. 

 Over 15 years later, the CIT program in Lee’s Summit Police 

Department is going strong.  The strong CIT heritage is evident:  Charles 

Patillo, the CIT Coordinator for LSPD, reports that LSPD has 65 of its 

135 officers CIT trained. He also states that CIT training, while not   

mandatory, is strongly encouraged and supported by the Chief as well as 

all command staff. LSPD has generations of CIT officers- some of whom 

attended the first  rounds of CIT trainings in the early 2000’s and are 

now command staff themselves.   

 Sgt. Patillo completed Basic CIT training himself in 2005. He 

became the CIT Coordinator for Lee’s Summit in 2008. The CIT program 

has continued to flourish in that time. Sgt. Patillo 

attributes the success of LSPD’s program to “100% 

buy-in from Command Staff”. He also credits 

LSPD’s strong relationship with ReDiscover. 

“We’ve always had a good working relationship,” 

he reports, “going way back.”  Equally important, 

he says, is the fact that “almost all of the officers 

have buy-in, motivation. They believe in the         

program.” 

     Officers demonstrate that belief in the program 

in their interactions with 

the  individuals they serve. 

In 2013, Sgt. Patillo          

nominated 3 of his officers 

for the MACIT Officer of 

the Year Award after they 

had gone above and       

beyond helping an elderly 

woman over the course of 

that year. The woman had come to their attention when she began      

calling 911, typically because of not being able to meet her daily needs. 

She was terminally ill, with no family support and there didn’t seem to 

be a community program that was a right fit for her needs. As a result, 

these officers took it upon themselves to help her. They checked on and 

visited her regularly, making sure she had food and other needs. They 

even obtained an air conditioner for her, as she did not have one.   

 More recently, Officer Shawn Rath became involved with a lady 

who was about to lose her home to foreclosure. He learned that she had 

been giving money away to various internet and television scams-to the 

tune of over $150,000! Officer Rath got the CMHL at ReDiscover        

involved, and together they located family supports,           

negotiated with her mortgage lender and utility companies, 

and got her a payee. In the  end, she did not lose her home 

and she was able to reconnect and rebuild her relationship 

with her brother. 

 These are just a few examples of the work            

Lee’s Summit CIT officers do every day.  From being            

the ‘Fore Fathers’ of our local CIT program, to their           

dedication to individuals in need, we are lucky to have them!

  

LSPD built a new training 
facility in 2014.  It features 

state-of-the-art auditoriums, 
meeting rooms, and equipment.   

      OFFICER SPOTLIGHT: 
By Peggy Gorenflo Clay County Sheriff’s Department  

Deputy Amanda Valentine 

CIT Coordinator Sgt. Charles Patillo 

and CIT certified LS Officers 



 

 

The Community Mental Health Liaisons (CMHLs) can provide POST training 

hours for free! One course we are excited to share with law enforcement is 

our Resiliency and Battlemind.  This training is designed to teach law 

enforcement officers the concepts of battlemind and resiliency, un-healthy 

and healthy ways to cope, as well as the challenges and barriers to self care. 

Techniques to promote resiliency will also be taught and demonstrated.  

 

For more information contact your CMHL to schedule                         

this training today. 

building 

     resiliency 
Post traumatic stress is not about what is wrong with 
you, but what has happened to you. For those exposed 
to traumatic events and do not experience post         
traumatic stress, what is it that safeguards them? In one 
word, resilience.  

How it is that some persons adapt and overcome and 
remain resilient; while others struggle with the debili-
tating effects of anxiety, depression, and post traumatic 
stress? Let’s first understand one’s resilience and what 
it means.  Resilience is generally defined as the ability 
to maintain a state of normal balance in the face of   
extremely unfavorable circumstances.  

How does one develop this ABILITY? There are a  
variety of factors including: beliefs, attitudes, coping 
strategies, and behaviors that support and protect  
therefor increasing ones resilience in the face of       
trauma. Some specific characteristics of people who 
exhibit high levels of resilience may include: positive 
insight, initiative, humor, creativity, and independence. 
These qualities are dynamic, ever changing and        
influenced by shifts in our environment.   

Peggy  
Gorenflo MSW 
Platte/Clay/Ray 

County 
Tri-country 

Mental Health 
816.977.6638 

 
 

Erica Benson 
MS, LPC 

Jackson County 
Truman Medical 

Center 
816.289.9172 

 
 
 
 
 

Michelle  
Asby LMSW 

Eastern  
Jackson  
County 

Comprehensive 
Mental Health 

Services 
816.254.3652  

ext 1006 
 

Heather  
Umbach MS 

South Jackson 
County 

Rediscover      
Behavioral 

Health 
816.347.3008 

 

Cheryl D. Reed 
MSW, LCSW 

Jackson County 
Swope Health 

Services 
816.304.1440 

 
 
 

Dawn Morris 
MS, LPC 

Lafayette/Cass/
Johnson Co.  

Pathways     
Community 
Healthcare 
660.441.8046 

LIAISON LOOKOUT 
CMHL’s are Law enforcements contact for help with persons 

with mental and behavioral issues.  

  Avoid viewing problems as impossible 

 Move forward with goals 

 Look for opportunities of self discovery 

 Keep things in perspective 

 Maintain a hopeful outlook 

 Accept changes as part of life 

 Nurture  positive view of yourself 
 Take clear actions 

Your local CMHL’s: 

Ask yourself  “what characteristics of resilience do I have, 
and what can I do to promote resilience in myself ?”  

 Make Connections 

DID YOU KNOW? 



 

 

 

Out of  the Blue 

UPCOMING EVENTS: 

To enroll in CIT trainings please 
contact: 

Cpl. Tracy Wade:  

twade@sheriffclayco.com 

816-407-3714 

Trainings are first come first 

serve and do fill up fast.  

 

 

 

On September 23, 2016 MACIT hosted 

another successful consumer picnic at 

the Swope Park Bandstand.  There 

were hotdogs, hamburgers, water and 

soda for all.  This year’s picnic was       

especially fun filled due to increased  

interaction between police officers and  

consumers.  Thanks to CMHL Michelle Asby 

for organizing and facilitating games to       

include kickball, a three legged race, and a 

hula hoop contest.  The games were a 

huge success!  Many commented that 

this was the best picnic they can re-

member! Thank you to all who 

helped make this event           

possible!  A special  shout out to 

the organization “Taking It To The Streets” for          

donating hotdogs, buns, chips, water, and most       

importantly, grilling all the 

food!    

CIT BASIC  

12/5-12/9 @KCPD Academy  

THE NIKK THOMPSON CIT PICNIC 2016! 
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CIT STATE CONFERENCE March 28, 2017 

 Holiday Inn Expo Center, Columbia, MO 

The pre-conference and networking event will be held on 3/27/17 


